Queering
Damage

A methodology for queering damage.
A methodology for partial reparation
… or not.
A methodology for holding damage.
A damage for so-called methods.
A methodology or not.

QUEERING DAMAGE is an analytic to readwrite the complexity of damaged/damaging
technosciences and to situate ourselves in
these mundane and alluring, yet reoccurring
scenes. It is a set of operations that can be
practiced collectively to consider the agencies, labours and harms of technoscience, to
imagine life otherwise. You can use this manual
to ponder the possibilities and limitations of
authoritarian informatics and to study the related affective in/non/human (microbial, animal,
plant, mineral, cosmological) forces in scenes of
damages. In the meantime, the manual can also
be used to extend, cut or twist the very notion

of ‘us/we/you’. It is anchored in a non-linear,
fragmented and partly fictional trans*feminist
para-tradition of feeling backwards and always
already emerging by, for and despite damage.
Queering Damage is a method for queering
damages: an analytical praxis that functions as
a plastic but rigorous method for formulating
partial reparations... or not. Instead of extending benevolent utopianism, this praxis extends
queer theories that concern personal injury into
more-than-human ensembles in order to consider the shared damages. It is designed to be
carried in your pocket, holds a free art license,
and exists to be used and re-situated.

WARNINGS (TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE)
While using this manual, please be aware that Queering Damage is an operative
analytic that:
•
Provides a framework to write accounts of damages AND a framework to
write accounts of damage after (queer) reparations, or not... and does it
without committing to a linear paradigm of causality.
•
These accounts demand attention to the deep entanglements or
implicancies of damage, particularly to its effects and affects. It attends to
consequences that may happen, have happened, might happen again.
•
The implicancies are considered with a recognition of their entanglement
with specific spacetimes.
•
Human and nonhumans are recognised as fixed and finite agencies within
these operations, yet are held as elements of each other.
•
The operations consider how so-called bodies might emerge as socalled humans. These becomings are not not-predetermined by historical
conditions; however, they are open to interventions, undoings and
unmakings.
•
Although Queering Damage notes agencies, it recognises that their
capacities are interruptable and not stable.
•
This analytic allows to include further damages at the point of repair or
reparation which are not to be excluded from the account.
•
It considers the interventions that make transitions between conditions
happen, whether they are reparative or not. There is a need to recognise that
movement between conditions is not unidirectional but that these transitions
might cause harms and damages themselves. Although reversal might be
possible, it is not a-historical nor innocent.
HOW DO QUEER ANALYTICS OPERATE?
This analytic develops an ethics from damages rather than from so-called
individual body boundaries, whilst keeping the damages of lived experience firmly
present. No forgetting, no forgiving.
The framework operates upon the damages through:
•
a series of questions, through which orientations might shift and a complex
account of damages can be generated;
•
notations of the effects and affects on human, nonhuman, inhuman and
elemental fantasies;
•
operations can also be used to imagine the possible undoings or
interventions on a condition such as love, protection, etc.
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GLOSSARY �FIND YOUR OWN PATH... OR NOT�
a�rmation

agencies
see Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum
Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning, Durham:
Duke University Press, 2007.
anthronormativities

bioeconomies

counter-coercive computing

damage
may include but is not limited to pain, su�ering, injury, unrevoerability, unreparability, racism, homophobia, transphobia racism,
ageism, ableims, specism, classism, exclusions, inclusions,
uselessness.
dispossession
see Judith Butler and Athena Athanasiou, Dispossession: The
Performative in the Political, Cambridge: Polity Press, 2013.
entanglements
see Karen Barad, ‘Getting Real: Technoscienti�c Practices
and The Materialization of Reality’, in Di�erences: A Journal of
Feminist Cultural Studies, vol. 10, no. 2 (1998), pp. 87–128.
generation
see Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, Slanted Truths: Essays
on Gaia, Symbiosis and Evolution, Springer Science & Business
Media, 2013.
feeling backwards
see Heather Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of
Queer History, Harvard University Press, 2009; Saidiya Hartman,
Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments: Intimate Histories of
Social Upheaval, New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2019.
�gurations
see Lucy A. Suchman, Plans and Situated Actions: The Problem
of Human-Machine Communication, Cambridge University
Press, 1987.
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implicancies
only to be known through its implications; see Denise Ferreira
da Silva and Arjuna Neuman, 4 Waters: Deep Implicancy, The
Showroom, 2019.
inhuman
see Kathryn Yusoff, A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None,
University of Minnesota Press, 2018.
injury and injurious computing
see Helen Pritchard, The Animal Hacker, PhD dissertation,
Queen Mary University of London, 2018.
poetics and poetical readings
see Denise Ferreira da Silva, ‘Toward a Black Feminist Poetics:
The Quest(ion) of Blackness Toward the End of the World’, in
The Black Scholar, vol. 44, no. 2 (2014), pp. 81–97.
queering
non-identitary, non-essentialist, non-fixed lives → trans*feminist
approaches // intersectional, not-only-human, antinormative,
affirmative, (partial)
reparation
perhaps that we can have some partial hopes to repair some
damages but not others, or to live with damage in ways that
give comfort and care. A basic gesture of trying to organise a
togetherness that counts.
queering methodologies
how can we, as Octavia Butler might say, ‘uphold a politics of
queer survival’?
semiotic-materialities
see Donna J. Haraway, Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium.
FemaleMan_Meets_OncoMouse™: Feminism and
Technoscience. Routledge, 1996.
spacetime conditioning

technosciences

ACTIVATIONS OF QUEER DAMAGE
Queering Damage – workshop, Barcelona,
October 2018; Alchorisma – work session,
Hasselt, December 2018; Collective Conditions
– work session, Brussels, November 2019;
ROCK REPO – installation and workshop at
BodyBuilding, Tetem, Enschede, February 2020
PREVIOUS VERSIONS
Queering Damage Manual V1, Constant,
Brussels, 2019; Queering Damage Manual V0,
Hangar, Barcelona, 2018
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trans*feminist
see Possible Bodies inventory

Helen Pritchard and Jara Rocha will
present a lecture at the Sonic Acts
Academy conference on 22 February.

Helen Pritchard, Jara Rocha, Femke Snelting, Laura Benítez Valero

